
CHAPTER 5:

GREENWAYS

vulnerable ecosystem is an extraordinary

challenge. One of the most promising tools

for meeting that challenge is the concept of

greenways: corridors of protected green-

space throughout the cities and beyond,

into the countryside. Greenways do not pit

humankind against nature; rather they serve

the needs of both, protecting the quality

of the natural environment while providing

recreation and quiet places close to home.

The idea behind greenways is elegantly

simple: link existing green spaces to create

interconnected corridors, thereby increasing

their usefulness for both people and wild-

life. A system of greenways fits neatly in the

nine principles put forward by the Commis-

sion in its interim report Watershed (1990);

it proposed that the waterfront be clean,

green, useable, diverse, open, accessible,
connected, affordable, and attractive.

The greenway concept is gaining

prominence, in part because there is a lack

of funding for acquiring traditional park-

lands. Moreover, large blocks of natural

landscape close to the urban mosaic are

becoming increasingly scarce, and increasingly

expensive. Greenways offer opportunities to

provide equally good or better recreational

We face a more crowded future: urban

planners tell us that the population of the

Greater Toronto Area will swell from the

current four million to nearly six million

three decades from now. Development in

the cities will become denser, even as the

urban edge moves ever outwards. We will

spend more than $75 billion on new roads,

sewers, water, schools, hospitals, and

other infrastructure -just to keep up with

demand. Under the relentless pressures of

urbanization, it may become increasingly

difficult for most people to find a quiet

refuge, an unpolluted stream, a place to

walk among the trees.

But not only the human habitat is at

risk: the rich mix of wild plants and animals

with which we share the bioregion are in even

more jeopardy. Among the 1,400 species of

wild plants in the bioregion, for example,

140 are already limited to a single known

location. More than 100 wild species are

classed as provincially rare. Streams that

leave the Oak Ridges Moraine as cool, clean

homes for aristocratic brook trout arrive at

the waterfront choked with filth.

Shaping our future to meet the needs

of a burgeoning human population and a
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Oakville waterfrant

Grier, endorsed the concept of a Waterfront

Trail, and said that it

will become the Greenway that ties the

Greater Toronto Area together from

Burlington to Newcastle. ...the highest

land use for all public lands along the

water's edge. ...much more than a

four-foot strip of asphalt.

The Province subsequently sponsored

a study on optimum and interim routes out-

side Metro Toronto, released in April 1991

as The Waterfront Trail: First Steps from Concept

to Reality (Reid et al. 1991). This report con-

firmed the feasibility of a trail alignment,

and noted that a Waterfront Trail will link

together some 34 major parks, 74 small water-

front parks and promenades, 40 significant

natural habitats, and 25 marinas. It gave fur-

ther support to the idea of the waterfront as

a greenway, recommending that eight new

opportunities, as well as vital ecological

benefits, at a much lower cost.

Examining the role of greenways in

the bioregion builds on the earlier work

done by the Commission and others. In its

Watershed report, the Commission proposed

a system of trails along the waterfront, up

the associated river valleys, and along the

Oak Ridges Moraine. This trail system, but-

tressed by corridors of green space, would

"cast a green net over the Greater Toronto

Area, making the public open spaces

far more accessible and attractive". The

Commission also noted tne need for special

attention to ecological corridors, particu-

larly along the river valleys that intersect

with urban areas.

In her response to the Commission's

recommendations, the provincial Minister
of the Environment, the Honourable Ruth
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"green nodes" be acquired, and that links This emphasis on links contrasts with

incorporate a corridor of greenspace. the traditional approach to conservation of

In June 1991, a new public group, open space and natural areas, which stresses

Citizens for a Lakeshore Greenway (CFLAG), purchasing blocks of parkland, large and

was formed to support the concept of a small, often isolated in a sea of surrounding

waterfront trail. Clearly, its members also development. While such parks are vital for

envision the links along the waterfront as conserving habitat and for recreation, their
"more than a four-foot strip of asphalt". value could be greatly enhanced by creating

This evolution in emphasis, from green links among them. In fact, the existing

recreational trail to greenway, prompted parks and natural areas in the Greater

the Commission to examine more closely Toronto bioregion are the basic building

the concept of greenways, and how they blocks of a greenway system. These parcels,

might fit within the sphere of ecosystem often termed "greenlands", include wetlands

planning. What we discovered was a plan- and woodlots, Environmentally Sensitive

ning approach that is rapidly gaining favour Areas, and Areas of Natural and Scientific

across North America and has considerable Interest (ANSIs).

potential for application within the bio- While it is important to define these

region and across Ontario. and other aspects of a greenway, it is just as

The term "greenway" is relatively new, important to recognize how greenways dif-

although the ideas it embodies have been fer from the more limited concept of trail

around for some time. The first modern use, systems, with which they are often confused.

in the 1960s, is credited A trail right-of-way
to planner and author ,;c () c? may be little wider

William H. Whyte. The essence of green ways is than a sidewalk, but

It combines the syl- connections -not simPly connecting a greenway is a con-

lable "green" from the recreational areas through trails, tinuous corridor of

British term greenbelt, but connecting wildlife habitats to natural vegetation

and "way" from the each other, human communities to other and open spaces.

American term park- human communities, city to country, Greenways may vary

way. Appropriately, peoPle to nature. dramatically from

greenways themselves each other in width,

also connect the ideas depending on land-

behind the British and American words and scape opportunities and on the character of

the result is a system of protected linear cor- the natural landscape, but those ecological

ridors of open space, managed for conserva- elements are always present. A trail is usually

tion and recreation purposes. -but not always -part of a greenway. In

The essence of greenways is connec- areas of ecological sensitivity, or on private

tions -not simply connecting recreational lands within a greenway, a continuous trail

areas through trails, but connecting wild- may not be possible.

life habitats to each other, human commu- Most greenways created recently

nities to other human communities, city are those in and near American cities, but

to country, people to nature. Ontario has several good examples of
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130 kilometres (81 miles) in length, the sys-

tem has a variety of surfaces, and is heavily

used in all seasons. Development of the

NCC system has involved strong central

planning and considerable public expendi-

ture; the result contributes greatly to the

high quality of life in the Ottawa-Hull
region. .

There are more than 500 greenways in

the United States, many of them small-scale.

However, the Bay and Ridge trails around

the City of San Francisco are substantial

twin greenways, each about 640 kilometres

(398 miles) long. The Bay Trail greenway
is being created by the Association of Bay

Governments, with funding from a variety

of public and private sources. Planning and

implementation of the Ridge Trail is carried

out by a special council, including citizens'

groups, municipalities, and various agencies.

Municipalities along the trail provide fund-
ing for their trail sections, assisted by private

grants and donations.

A similar public-private partnership is

at work in Oregon to sponsor creation of

the Willamette River Greenway, which tuns

through nine counties and 19 municipalities.

Under a State Greenway Law, municipalities

are required to adopt plans and ordinances

to protect greenway lands, and to take

responsibility for managing greenway lands

within their jurisdiction.

Some municipalities have established

greenway advisory committees, made up of
\

local citizens, to provide planning advice

and seek input from other citizens and

special-interest groups.
One clear lesson from the American

experience: their greenways' success does

not flow from massive public expenditures,

but rather from a clear vision of the oppor-

tunities they offer, and from strong individual

greenways. One of the best is along the

Niagara Escarpment, a prominent landform
feature that snakes across southern Ontario

for 725 kilometres (450 miles) from Niagara

Falls to the Bruce Peninsula. Under the

Niagara Escarpment Planning and Develop-
ment Act, a special Commission is charged

with the responsibility of "maintaining the

Escarpment and land in its vicinity substan-

tiallyas a continuous natural environment".

This Niagara Escarpment Commission

(NEC} administers an environmentally

based plan, which limits development of pri-

vate lands to that consistent with protection

of the ecological, re"creational, and visual

qualities of the escarpment. A system of more

than 100 public parks is complemented by

the links of the Bruce Trail, which was

created by a private association. More

than 1.3 million visitors use the Bruce

Trail annually, including 50,000 who stay

overnight. As the lands adjacent to this

escarpment corridor become increasingly

developed, the value of its network of green-

ways and associated open spaces grows.

A second Ontario greenway is the

result of work in and near Ottawa, carried

out by the National Capital Commission

(NCC), which has been involved for several

decades in creating greenbelts and linked

bicycle and pedestrian trails. The trail

system includes loop routes along the

Ottawa Greenbelt, in Gatineau Park, and

along four major water courses. Currently
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and public commitment to that vision.

Creating a greenway can foster a strong

sense of pride and accomplishment within

a community, and help local people focus

more clearly on the kind of place they want

to leave to their children.

goal. As well as protecting the integrity

of the ecosystem, a diverse mix of species

enhances the potential for human inter-

action with wildlife and other elements of

the natural landscape.

As agriculture and urbanization

increasingly fragment natural habitats, the
THE BEN E FIT S 0 F diversity of wild species declines sharply.

GREENW A YS In effect, the remaining bits and pieces
If in some ways greenways are old ideas become islands of habitat, isolated in a sea

dressed up in new clothing, in other ways of farmland and suburbs. A major factor in

they represent the forefront of ecological the declining diversity within them is that
and economic thinking. Implicit in the con- they are unconnected to other green areas.

cept is the recognition of an overlapping In even a completely natural" setting,

matrix of benefits and values. Few green- stresses -natural fluctuations in weather and

ways, taken individually, will bring all of the food supplies, for example -can temporar-

benefits described in ily reduce or wipe out

this chapter. But, as some species. Added

an interconnected to these natural fluc-

system looked at from tuations are the urban
a regional perspective, pressures of pollution,

in the same way that a disturbance, and

network of roads might .predation by cats

be evaluated, the bene- --~ and dogs. The small

fits of greenways are size of many habitat

striking. In a landscape rapidly filling with remnants makes them especially vulnerable

humankind's infrastructure, greenways pro- "to these stresses, and means that some
vide the natural infrastructure vital to an species (e.g., those that require interior for-

environmentally sustainable region. est conditions) cannot be sustained.

Severing habitat connections can be lethal
for species that use different parts of the

environment at various life stages, such as

salamanders that breed in ponds but live

mostly in forests.

Many species have an innate ability to
disperse to escape the effects of these fluctu-

ations or to recolonize once habitat condi-

tions improve. In an urban setting, however,

that natural dispersal process is often deadly,

the results visible as road kills on almost any

highway. Recolonization of isolated islands
of habitat, especially by animals, is almost

Creating a green way can foster a

strong sense of pride and accomPlishment
within a community, and helP local peoPle

focus more clearly on the kind of Place

thev want to leave to their children.

GREENWAYS
ARE ECOLOGICAL

CONNECTORS
Diversity is one of the fundamental

underpinnings of natural systems, providing
the abundance of different plants and

animals that make them function. The

importance of diversity has been recog-

nized, among other places, in the proposed
Wild Life Strategy for Ontario (Ontario Wild

Life Working Group 1991), which ranks

the conservation of biodiversity as a primary
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Forks of the Credit Provincial Pork near Cataract in Caledon: part

of the Bruce Trail

While greenwayconnectors are essen-

tial in the landscape, they are not a substi-

tute for other forms of sound planning.

Environmentally Sensitive Areas, wetlands,
and other greenlands have been identified

across the bioregion, some of which do not

fit logically in a greenway system. Nonethe-

less, these should be protected, particularly

where they are known to shelter rare species

or to provide other vital ecological functions.

Greenways are one tool in the package
of sound planning processes, but certainly

not the only one. Other issues such as agri-

cultural land preservation and countryside

management demand ongoing attention
outside the context of greenways.

impossible: when a species is eliminated
from its island from whatever cause, it is

likely gone for good.

In order to counteract forces that

reduce biodiversity, it is vital to maintain

and expand natural links among habitat

islands. Within the bioregion, greenway

corridors along valleys are among the most

significant connectors and also provide pas-
sageways for migrating birds and butterflies.

Improved waterfront connectors could also
do a great deal to stern the impoverishment

of such isolated habitats as Mississauga's

Rattray Marsh.

Re-creating the natural links to these

remnant habitats, which were severed as the

result of inadequate planning in the past, can

help restore their natural balance. These habi-
tat links must be carefully designed because

the same stresses that affect habitat islands

are at play in narrow greenway corridors.

Greenway planners must ensure that habitat
links do not become wildlife deathtraps, and

must realize that the design of a greenway

has a major effect on the species mix that can

use it. While there is still more to be learned

in this field, the design principles for an

area-wide natural heritage system, produced

by the Ministry of Natural Resources in

April 1991, provide a useful starting point.
In the bioregion's more rural parts; the

degree of habitat fragmentation is generally

less pronounced, and the effect on wildlife

populations is less noticeable. However, in the

longer term, the near-urban forces of aggre-

gate extraction, estate housing, roadways, and

utility corridors will lead to the same kinds
of stresses. Rural communities have the

opportunity, in advance, to layout greenway

systems that will protect the integrity of their

ecosystem, rather than piecing together

remnants of the urbanizing process later.

GREENWAysENHANCE
WATER QUALITY

The degradation of water quality in

the bioregion is not simply the result of
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point sources, such as sewage treatment increasing the water's capacity to hold

plants and factories. Equally important are dissolved oxygen.

the multitude of small sources of pollution: In the Greater Toronto bioregion, the

eroding streambanks and construction pro- Oak Ridges Moraine has been identifiedjects, 

stormwater run-off from streets and as a major recharge area for groundwater,

parking lots, pesticide and fertilizer residues and as a source for more than 30 major

from lawns, golf courses, and farmland. watercourses. The water quality in the upper

Greenways, particularly those along stream sections of these streams is excellent,

valleys and wetlands, can help filter and because of the high baseflow contribution

remove these diffuse pollutants, protecting from the moraine. To maintain water quality

downstream water quality. in these streams, and to protect the associ-

Greenways carry out this cleansing ated cold-water fishery, it is vital to safe-

function in a variety of guard the moraine.
ways: vegetated buffers ., (): The Province has

along waterways slow Rural communities have the recognized this

the flow of incoming opportunity, in advance, to layout need by expressing a

water, trapping sedi- green way systems that will protect the Provincial Interest

ments and attached integrity of their ecosystem, rather in the Oak Ridges

pollutants. Excess nutri- than piecing together remnants of Moraine, issuing

ents are soaked up by the urbanizing process later. interim guidelines

floodplains and wet- () for planning deci-

lands vegetation and sions, and initiating a

eventually are incorporated into the soil. two-year study to produce a long-term strat-

Vegetated banks reduce erosion, by shield- egy for the moraine.

ing the soil from the impact of falling rain Maintaining vegetation in key recharge

and by binding the soil in the root system. and source areas along the moraine, as part

In an urban context, greenways can of a greenway system, should be an integral

also provide a suitable location for facilities part of that protection. Unless the moraine

that enhance water quality, such as stormwa- itself is healthy enough to provide a strong

ter detention ponds and wetlands. Properly flow of cool water to the bioregion's streams,

designed, these features could also be used it will be impossible to restore water quality

to improye wildlife habitats and recreational in their lower reaches.

access. Even the best greenway system can

Most greenways include wooded areas, be overwhelmed by uncontrolled storm-

especially along valleylands. Even the shade water flows, excessive nutrients, and other

provided by these woods can be a benefit to pollutants: while greenways can play an

water quality: it reduces the photosynthetic important role in improving water quality,

process (which requires sunlight) in the they can do so only in concert with other

stream, thereby reducing the growth of pollution control measures. Therefore,

undesirable algae. Shaded waters remain they shquld be a central part of water

cooler in summer, improving the habitat quality restoration plans, but cannot be

for fish and other aquatic creatures, and used as a substitute for other measures.
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GREENWAYS
PROVIDE RECREATION
OPPORTUNITIES

CLOSE TO HOME

As part of the background report, A

Green Strategy for the Greater Toronto Waterfront

(Reid, Lockhart, and Woodburn 1990), the

Commission examined trends affecting par-

ticipation in recreation. Among the more

significant:

.a dramatic increase in population to

be served, especially on the fringes of

the metropolitan area;

.free time being spent closer to home,

bringing increasing demands on near-
urban facilities;

.increasing interest in the environment

and out-of-doors, physical and emo-

tional well-being, and spontaneous

rather than structured recreation

activities;

.a rapidly aging population, which

will probably lead to increases in the

demand for golf, bicycling, walking,

and similar outdoor pursuits; and

.strong public support for linked parks

and trail systems, and for preservation

of natural areas.

Recognizing these trends, as well as

evidence of high use of existing cycling and

walking trails, the Metropolitan Toronto

and Region Conservation Authority has

called for a system of river valley and

moraine trails as part of its Greenspace

Strategy. In his report, Space for All: options

for a Greater Toronto Area Greenlands Strategy,

former MPP Ron Kanter (1990)

also recommended "a series of regional

trail systems". The Royal Commission's

Figure S. Greenways bring people to the water's edge
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Most Important Current Waterfront Use

Recreatianal, entertainment
or cultural activities
51%

None/
No opinion
18%

Other

12%

Port

economic

activities

8%

Pleasant
natural
environmental
11%

Half of the respondents consider recreation, entertainment
or cultural activities to be the most important current use
of the waterfront.

Source: Environics Poll. 1991.

interim report, Watershed, echoed those

recommendations.

Several conclusions can be drawn from

the Commission's background studies and

from deputations made at its hearings. First,

the value of trail systems is enhanced by

increasing their length and interconnected-

ness. Second, trails are more attractive and

more likely to be well-used when they are

set in a corridor of greenspace. Third, the

increasing time pressures being felt by

working people mean that most trails must

be immediately accessible, so that recrea-

tional use can be integrated into modern

lifestyles. Trails that can be used easily as a

route to the corner store, or to commute to

work or school, will rapidly become part of

community life.

Therefore, in a network of greenways,

several distinct trail types should be

recognized:

.long-distance trail networks, such as
those proposed along the moraine,

the waterfront, and the major river

valleys, will attract users from across

the bioregion and beyond who will

devote a day, a weekend or a short vaca-

tion to the greenway as a destination;

.near-urban greenway trails, on the

other hand, are more likely to be used

on a regular basis by people from the

surrounding neighbourhoods. On
American greenways, 75 to 80 per

cent of recreational users are people

who live within an eight-kilometre

(five-mile) range of the amenity.

Clearly, as well as the major regional

greenways, it is important to create local

links into adjacent communities, so that

greenways are accessible and useable. These

local links might follow tributary streams, or

utility corridors, abandoned rail lines or
even quiet streets.

The character of local links should be

more community-oriented, designed for an

evening stroll rather than an all-day cycling

trip. While these links are particularly

important as part of the urban fabric, they

are also an asset in rural communities, espe-

cially in those where there has been con:'

siderable non-farm residential development.

Greenways located close to home are

accessible to all income groups, particularly

those who cannot afford the cost of a week-

end cottage. To the greatest extent possible,

urban greenways should be accessible by

public transit, to ensure they remain afford-

able to all citizens, and to minimize environ-

mental costs associated with car use.

In some cases, development of heavily

used recreational trails will conflict with the

ecological functions of greenways. Where
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such incompatibility arises, the green way can enhance the economic prospects of

may have to be widened or altered in some existing businesses and create opportunities

other way to allow trails to be routed around for new ventures.

wetlands or other sensitive natural environ- A report by the U.S. National Parks

ments. Throughout the greenwaysystem, Service (1990), Economic Impacts of Protecting

careful design is needed to ensure that Rivers, Trail5, and Greenway Corridors, cites

recreational uses do not impose unacceptable examples from across that country of

levels of stress on vulnerable natural areas. documented increases in property values

Other design considerations might adjacent to protected greenways. Increases

involve separating recreational uses, so that in property values range from five to 32 per

heavy cycling, for example, does not pose a cent, particularly near greenways that high-

danger to walkers, or light open space

so that horseback -rather than highly
riders can use appro- Throughout the green way system, developed facilities.

priate trails. Users' careful design is needed to ensure Increased local tax

safety and the security that recreational uses do not impose revenues, and

of adjacent commu- unacceptable levels of stress on increased commercial

nities are also major vulnerable natural areas. activity in selected

concerns and must be :,'? ;,i::' areas in greenways
, ;c;addressed in the design ;;\; ?;c (food concessions,

of greenways and trails. Especially within bicycle rentals, etc.) have also been widely

urban areas, trails should be designed and reported. Related tourism developments,

patrolled where necessary, so that all users such as nearby overnight accommodation
feel physically secure: encouraging frequent and restaurants, can also benefit from

use will help maintain safety. a greenway system. The San Antonio

In some places, the popularity of green- Riverwalk, for example, is considered the

ways as destinations for visitors and tourists second most important tourist attraction in

may raise conflicts with local users and this, the State of Texas. In Ontario, the Bruce

too, must be considered during design. Trail has been estimated to have a direct

Particularly in rural municipalities, adequate economic impact on the province's

facilities such as washrooms and parking economy of at least $30 million per year,

lots to handle peak periods is essential. even though the trail corridor is mostly

Designating suitable parks as recreation through natural landscapes.
nodes is one way of providing these facilities Perhaps more significant than these

and directing access and levels of use along direct economic effects is the overall impact

the greenway. on a community's image. Greenway projects

have been used as a spur for urban redevel.

opment, prompting private investment in
adjacent areas. Their presence through the

heart of the city is used aggressively by such

places as Sacramento, California to attract

new business.

GREENW A YS BRING

ECONOMIC BENEFITS

TO COMMUNITIES

Greenways make good economic sense.

Living and working in or near a greenway
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GREENW A YS MAKE MORE
LIVEABLE COMMUNITIES

Over the past several y~ars, the

Province has been examining various

options for accommodating future growth

in the bioregion, through the Greater Toronto

Area Urban Structure Concepts Study (IBI Group

et al. 1990) and other mechanisms. The

bioregion currently supports about 40 per

cent of Ontario's population on less than

one per cent of its land base. This concen-

tration is expected to continue into the

foreseeable future, with about six million

residents by the year 2021. Continued low-

density urban sprawl along the fringes of the

city to accommodate this increased popula-

tion would have undesirable environmental

and social effects. Considerable attention,

therefore, is being focused on how to con-

centrate growth into smaller urban areas

with a greater emphasis on mass transit.

Greenways can contribute in a very

positive way to making such future commu-

nities more attractive and liveable. A green

infrastructure throughout the city will soften

the effects of urban concentration, and

provide relief from the stresses of urban life.

Corridors of green will replenish oxygen in

city air, and help buffer noise and traffic.

Urban greenways can be designed to sepa-

rate communities visually, to help define

neighbourhoods at a human scale.

In a practical sense, extended green-

ways will link the city to the countryside,

through trails that provide opportunities

for extended off-street travel. Such on-the-

ground links can do a great deal to promote

mutual respect and understanding between

urban and rural residents, and to show

urbanites what is happening on the city

fringes. In many places, greenway trails can

become an alternative and efficient means

Given that corporations increasingly
cite an area's "quality of life" as a major fac-

tor in location decisions, the clean, green,

accessible image of greenways is a strong

attraction.

They make economic sense on the

expenditure side as well because they
take advantage of what we already have -

hundreds of parks and open-space areas,

large and small, along the waterfront and in

the valley systems. In some areas, the Humber

River for example, the foresight of conser-

vation authorities and mlnlicipalities has

provided major blocks of public lands along

the valley. Linking these together to create

a continuous greenway will enhance their

use and value, bringing a greater return on

past investments.

Greenways are able to take advan-

tage of linear features that do not attract

other economic activities -floodplains,

abandoned rail lines, and utility rights-

of-way, for example. With vision and fore-

thought, greenways can convert low-value,

often derelict, remnants of the urban

landscape into environmental and eco-

nomic assets.

In his book, Greenways for America,

Charles Little (1990) argues that public

expenditures on greenways are justified for

yet another reason. He refers to the advan-

tages of "edge effect", noting that a long

thin greenway looks much the same from

the edge as a wooded park that might be a

kilometre wide. The linear greenway, there-

fore, provides a great deal more apparent

open space from the same acreage. According

to Little's calculations, "for every dollar of

tax money spent on the traditional blob

park, you can get the same edge effect

(assuming an equal price per acre) with an

expenditure of 18 cents for a greenway".
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governments and groups, as well as to

encourage local pride. Those partnerships,

feeding on the success of greenway projects,

can spill over into other aspects of commu-

nity life.

In the words of Charles Little (1990),

"To make a greenway. ..is to make a

community."

of commuting to work, reducing pressure

on road and transit systems. Nearby green-

ways can become resources for educators,

fitness classes, and community groups.

Woven into the urban fabric, they help

promote human health, both physical and

emotional. In a more compact urban form,

where there are fewer opportunities for

individual residents to have their own pri-
vate bit of green backyard, greenways can GREENW A YS PROVIDE

become a kind of community common, where LINKS AMONG EXISTING

people renew their contacts with nature. PROGRAMS

This contact is vital to remind an One of the difficulties facing both

increasingly urban population that the bio- urban and rural communities is the con-

region sustains us all. We need reminders, fusing and sometimes contradictory array

too, that the bioregion of agencies and pro-

involves species other grams created by all
than our own, and habi- In a more compact urban form, where there levels of government.

tats more complex than are fewer opportunities for individual resi- Establishing green-

the concrete and brick dents to have their own private bit of green way strategies, involv-

structures that house backyard, green ways can become a kind of ing many agencies
us. In an informal sense community common, where peoPle renew and citizen groups,

at least, greenways and their contacts with nature. provides a mechanism

other green spaces are ~- to integrate these

vital building blocks for programs for at least

the environmental education of this genera- the key natural corridors. Of necessity, the

tion and of those yet to come. process will help agencies document existing

public lands and resources, identify gaps

and opportunities, and build partnerships

necessary to carry out a greenway strategy.

This process can and should lead to a more

cohesive approach to the waterfront, the

major valleys, and the Oak Ridges Moraine.

Developing a greenway strategy should
not become just another process, in addi-

tion to existing programs for wetlands,

ANSIs, floodplains, and the like. Rather, it
should be a means of integrating these

programs at the community level, and

reinforcing them where appropriate.
Such integration can lead to a new

appreciation of opportunities for conservation

GREENW A YS HELP

TO STRENGTHEN

COMMUNITIES

Characteristically, there is a high
degree of community involvement in the

creation of greenways. By combining public

dollars and volunteer expertise and labour

with private investment, establishing a

greenway can bring out the best in a commu-

nity. The U.S. President's Commission on

Americans Outdoors, reporting in 1987,
said that, among the major goals of green-

ways, one was to build partnerships among

private enterprise, landowners, and local
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Members af Citizens far a lakeshare Greenway {(FLAG)

proposals for arterial greenway develop-

ment, anchored by the Waterfront Trail.

The Niagara Escarpment Plan and Bruce

Trail provide an existing greenway along the

western boundary of the bioregion. Provin-

cial studies currently under way will help

define a ridge-top greenway along the Oak

Ridges Moraine in the Greater Toronto Area.

Other arterial greenways most logically

follow river valleys, which are well defined in

at least their downstream sections. In some

of these valleys, such as the Credit, the

Humber, the Rouge, and Duffin Creek,

significant stretches of public land have

already been acquired by conservation

authorities, municipalities, and other

public agencies.

and recreation. In the Town of Caledon, for

example, background work undertaken for

the Royal Commission brought together,

for the first time, maps of public lands owned

by a variety of agencies, and sparked recog-

nition of possibilities for greenway links.

STRUCTURING A

GREENWAY SYSTEM
The major elements of a greenway

system in the Greater Toronto bioregion can

be defined in two tiers: arterial greenways

that establish an interconnected framework

across the'region, and local connectors in

each community.
Along the Lake Ontario waterfront,

the Province has already developed specific
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The boundaries of greenways in rural

areas are more difficult to define, and the

need to create greenways may seem less

immediate. It is there, however, that vital

opportunities exist to help shape the future

form and quality ofthebioregion. Ecological

arguments for greenways should playa

major role in defining rural greenways,

particularly the need to protect downstream

water quality. Private lands in wider green-

ways in rural areas can continue to support

compatible uses such as agriculture, small

hamlets, and scattered estate development.

Potential greenways should be examined

not only in the context of a regional net-

work, but also as a component of overall

rural planning, to address the conservation

of a living, functional
~ countryside in the

Potential green ways should be examined shadow of the city.

not only in the context of a regional Several begin-

network, but also as a component of nings have already

overall rural Planning, to address been made. For.

the conservation of a living, functional example, a green-

countryside in the shadow of the city. lands strategy has

-been developed by

the Region of Halton

(1990), in conjunction with local municipali-

ties and conservation authorities. It recognizes

the significance of a linked system, and pro-

poses a series of implementation steps related

to policy formulation: a regional parks

system, land acquisition, property tax incen-

tives, and tree-cutting by-laws. More recently,

the Town of King has proposed to establish

a Greenways Advisory Committee to draw up

plans for a municipal greenway system. An

MTRCA proposed program would establish a

900-kilometre (560-mile) inter-regional trail

system that could form a basis for greenways.

This evidence of local interest should

be matched by provincial support and

-()

-(;

In addition to these arterial greenways,

a network of locally based connecting links

should be developed, based on local planning

and priorities. In some cases, these connectors

can tie into community parks or tributary

valleys. They may provide cross-connections

between valley greenlands to allow recre-

ationalloops by using utility corridors, aban-

doned rail lines, and parkway belt lands.

Especially in the area's eastern sections, the

ridges and slopes associated with the Lake

Iroquois shoreline (which roughly parallels

the existing shore) also provide opportuni-

ties for creating links between valleys.

The nature of greenway systems will

vary considerably between urban and rural

parts of the Greater Toronto bioregion. In

urban sections, the ,
width of potential ';,r

greenways is usually

already defined by the

presence of residential

or industrial develop-

ments on either side.

Greenway corridors, 'i:~..".. -~"c,;ji'c .

even those on flood- ;;~

plains, may be threat-

ened by proposals for roadway or utility uses,

unless they are protected by strong policies.

Recreational use of greenway trails

will be heavy, and public ownership of core

greenway lands is likely to be necessary. In

some circumstances, however, it would

make sense to include a band of existing or

proposed development within the greenway.

This zone could be recognized in planning

documents as requiring special policies to

minimize conflicts with the ecological,

aesthetic, and recreational values of the

greenway. In many places, these private

lands could help to buffer the core of the

greenway from adjacent urban uses.
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accessible, with an additional 17 per cent
owned by other public agencies but not cur-

rentlyaccessible.
Added to all greenways will be lands

dedicated during development of adjacent

properties, and lands purchased by public

agencies for such related projects as flood

protection and shoreline stabilization.
Public acquisition of key properties maybe

necessary in crucial locations, particularly
to establish public access links.

Enlisting the support and involvement
of the development industry could bring

significant benefits to the greenway system.
For example, local developers have been

major supporters of establishing the
Georgian Trail between Collingwood and

Meaford, because the trail makes adjacent

residential developments more attractive.
For the same reason, developers in the

bioregion may find that a greenway in the

neighbourhood, perhaps using some of
their lands, becomes a selling point for

their projects.

IMPLEMENTING
GREENWAY PLANS

The detailed planning for greenways,

and the steps needed to make them reality,

cannot be carried out effectively by any sin-

gle agency. Rather, implementation should
involve provincial agencies, conservation

authorities, regional and municipal govern-

ments, private non-profit groups, and land-
owners acting on the basis of a common

vision of the greenway system to be created.

Successful experience elsewhere shows
that developing this vision must strongly

involve the community at its grass roots.

In the context of the bioregion, it is vital to

have a strong emphasis on watersheds as

a planning level for greenways.

assistlnce. Because arterial greenways can
be expected to serve users from across the

Greater Torontobioregion and beyond,

provincial involvement in setting a policy

framework, design standards, and funding is
necessary and appropriate. Local connec-
tors are oriented more towards local use and

can be left more readily to the community.

However, provincial support and encourage-
ment (for example, through the community

assistance programs of the Ministry of

Tourism and Recreation) may also be justi-

fied -a recognition of the benefits of

their proximity to local residents, and

of their contribution to the overall system.

While greenways should make maxi-
mum use of existing public lands in these

corridors, not all lands in greenways need to
be publicly owned. For example, lands with

particular biological or visual significance
might often be better protected in sympa-

thetic private hands, with public access

restricted. A range of alternative techniques,

such as conservation easements, can be

employed to provide long-term protection
of specific features, without buying land out-

right. Municipal planning powers, together
with more comprehensive regulatory powers

for conservation authorities, could be

employed to ensure that any development
in designated greenways is compatible in

scale, location, and design with greenway

purposes.
This vision of creating greenways

includes all existing public lands, such as

those owned by Ontario Hydro and other

agencies, to form the core of a greenway

system. For example, on the 133 kilo metres

(83 miles) of proposed waterfront greenway

outside Metro Toronto, 37 per cent is now

publicly owned (mostly by conservation

authorities and municipalities) and is
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another program of the conservation

authority, or of the Province, they will fall
far short of their potential. Municipalities

must become full partners and, in some

cases, they should become the leading

partners in creating greenways.

Across the bioregion, mechanisms for

implementing the greenway system will dif-
fer. Its three major components -the

waterfront, the Oak Ridges Moraine, and
valleyland and community connectors -

can be examined individually.

THE WATERFRONT

GREENWAY
The Province has accepted responsibil-

ity for co-ordinating a waterfront greenway

and establishing trails; to do so, it will have

to co-ordinate intergovernmental policies

and programs along the waterfront, and

manage provincial lands, assets, and infor-
mation resources. This will guarantee a

strong continuing provincial presence along
the waterfront, an area where creating some

greenway links will be particularly challenging.

In carrying out this work, the Province

may wish to develop Partnership Agree-

ments with municipalities, conservation

In the State of Maryland, a special

Greenways Commission appointed by the
Governor in 1990 examined greenway bene-

fits and opportunities, and urged the state

and local governments to "embark on a

bold adventure. ..pioneering a statewide

greenway network". The Maryland study

(Maryland Greenways Commission 1990)
did not call for new greenway legislation,

but proposed better use of the existing com-

plement of tools available. Ontario needs a

similar call to action, along with a package
of provincial incentives to catch the interest

of landowners and municipalities.

Given their current land holdings,

their watershed orientation, their regulatory

powers, and their position as a partnership

between the Province and municipalities,

conservation authorities must be important

players in a greenway system. Citizen groups,

including'such groups as Citizens for a
Lakeshore Greenway, Action to Restore a

Clean Humber, Save the Rouge Valley System,

and Friends of the Credit River Valley, must

also playa part. Other co-<>rdinating bodies

such as the Don Watershed Task Force, being

established by MTRCA, can also playa central

role. However, if the full range of resources

and public enthusiasm for greenways is to be

captured, we believe a co-<>perative approach,

rather than a single agency, is required.

The active involvement of municipali-

ties in creating greenways has particular

potential: as the level of government closest
to the people, municipalities can be

expected to represent local interests in

greenway design, and to ensure that green-
ways are responsive to local needs. Through

their planning powers and recreation

programs, municipalities also have many
opportunities to help make greenways a

reality. If initiatives are viewed as simply
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The planning of a greenway begins

with the commitment of a group of

people. Energy is more important, at

this point, than rmancial resources,

and enthusiasm is more important

than expertise.

Ho~e, L.1987, Keeping our garden state green: atoca!

government g'!!ide forgreenway and !!pen space planning,

NewJersq:New Jersey Department of Environblental
Protection.



Stores/Restaurants

Recrealianal facililies

Cultural activities/
live entertainment

Other 16%

None/no opinion

More thon 0 quarter of the respondents favour more park
lands, walking trails, and bike trails along the waterfront.

Source: Environics Poll. 1991.

provide for ongoing consultation with

affected municipalities, conservation

authorities, other agencies, and
citizens' groups.

authorities, and others. Progress will be

monitored, and no doubt encouraged, by a
new non-profit group, Citizens for a

Lakeshore Greenway.

Development of the waterfront green-
way will be assisted by the 1991 study carried

out for the Province, The Waterfront Trail:

First Steps from Concept to Reality (Reid et al.),

which recommends optimum and interim

routes for the Waterfront Trail

outside Metro Toronto, and also identifies

certain additional lands to be used for a

greenway. The report notes that, while a

substantial amount of the shoreline is now

in public hands, significant stretches are pri-

vately owned, with varying opportunities for

ecological restoration and public access in
future. In September 1991, Metro announced
the formation of a Working Committee to

oversee completion of a Lakeside Trail in

the municipality, which will complement the

provincial work already done.
In the previous chapter, preparation of

an integrated plan for the bioregion's shore-

line is recommended as part of shoreline

regeneration. This plan will address such
issues as future lakefill management and pro-

tection of significant natural habitats. Because

these elements and the objectives of a water-

front greenway overlap, and because future

land acquisition and related shoreline pro-

tection activities will provide opportunities

for trail and greenway links, such a plan

should incorporate greenway design.

36. The Royal Commission further recom-

mends that a waterfront greenway be

of sufficient scope to incorporate the

recommended interim and optimum

routes for the Waterfront Trail. Policies

for public lands along the waterfront

should reflect the Province's assertion

that the Waterfront Trail will be "the

highest land use for all public lands

along the water's edge". Policies should

be developed for private lands in the

greenway to encourage landowner par-

ticipation in ecological restoration. In

some cases, such as major blocks of

private waterfront lands, negotiated

public access should be sought. In

RECOMMENDATIONS

3S. The Royal Commission recommends

that the proposed shoreline regenera-

tion plan for the Greater Toronto

bioregion include basic design and
policy for a waterfront greenway, and
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THE LYNDE VALLEY AND OTHER GREENWAYS
IN THE TOWN OF WHITBY
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at the creek mouth, and the 269-hectare (665-acre) Heber Down Conservation Area
just north of Taunton Road. The Town of Whitby has secured extensive portions of the



valleyland system south of Heber Down Conservation Area through dedication of land as
subdivisions were being developed.

North of Heber Down, where there is less immediate urban pressure, the valleylands
are likely to remain in private hands for some time, and a regulatory framework to protect
the natural continuity of the valleys will be essential. Landowner agreements to encourage
habitat improvement and to negotiate trail corridors would be useful there. North of
Myrtle Road, greenways from the east and west branches could be merged to create a
single corridor north to Chalk Lake (in Scugog Township), Lynde Creek's major source.

There are a number of unopened road allowances in Whitby's rural areas. These
should be considered as possible interim -or, in some cases, permanent -links in the
greenway system. Within the wooded and environmentally sensitive areas along the pre-
historic Lake Iroquois shoreline, there are opportunities to create east-west links across
Whitby and into the neighbouring municipalities. Existing Ontario Hydro and Northern

Gas rights-of-way could provide potential greenway links.

The Town has acquired most of the Pringle Creek Valley between Taunton Road
and its mouth; it would be useful to extend this greenway north to link with the Lake
Iroquois shoreline. The majority of the Lynde Valley system up to Rossland Road is also
publicly owned. Further east, the Corbett Creek Valley could provide another greenway
link. The recently adopted Region of Durham Official Plan and the Whitby Official Plan
Review include a major open-space corridor between Whitby and Ajax.

Like many waterfront municipalities, Whitby has made considerable progress in

securing linked open-space corridors in its more urban areas. Developing a greenway
system in the rural countryside to the north will require partnerships with a variety of

private landowners, and with existing commercial users such as the owners of golf courses,
tree nurseries, and ski resorts.

One of the five development principles established as part of the Whitby Official
Plan Review process -establishing and maintaining linked systems -provides a policy
framework for a greenway system. With the participation of CLOCA, other government
agencies, and community groups, the Town of Whitby appears to have a strong basis for
future greenway development.

all cases of new development along the
waterfront, provision for a public trail
alignment should be required.

37. The Province of Ontario should main-
tain a resource centre and technical
assistance service on greenways,
land trusts, and other conservation
mechanisms, available to any agency
or citizens' group in the bioregion.

THE OAK RIDGES MORAINE
In June 1991, the Province released

Implementation Guidelines on the Provincial

Interest in the Oak Ridges Moraine Area.

These are intended to control development

activities in the Moraine while a two-year

planning study, including extensive citizen

involvement, takes place.

In October 1991, a founding committee

was established for a non-profit organization
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as well as natural ones. Second, the moraine

currently has only a few nodes of public

lands, without extended parklands to act as

a spine for conservation and recreation

uses. Third -and unlike the Niagara

Escarpment, which usually has a sharply

defined cliff as its centrepiece -the

moraine landform is relatively diffuse.

These challenges do not lessen the

need for effective conservation of the

moraine's natural functions; if anything,

they strengthen the case for provincial

involvement. They also demand new and

innovative approaches, to join the needs of

a working landscape, in large part privately

owned, with the ecosystem imperative that

must guide land use there. Therefore, a

system of ridge-top and valley greenways,

designed to strengthen ecological and recre-

ationallinks, should be a key element of
future planning for the moraine.

RECOMMENDATION

38. The Royal Commission recommends

that the Oak Ridges Moraine Technical

Working Committee incorporate the

concept of greenways, as part of an

ecosystem planning framework, into
the planning exercise currently under

way, and address the need for east-west

links along the length of the moraine,

and for continuity of an open land-

scape character.

dedicated to developing an Oak Ridges

Moraine trail system. Preliminary work on

trail routes has been carried out by MTRCA,

and further investigation of trail options is

under way by the Province. An equestrian

trail, most of it located along roadways, has

been in existence since 1975.

These activities suggest growing recog-

nition of the ecological and recreational

values of the moraine as an interconnected

unit. The Implementation Guidelines

recognize the importance of "stream

corridors and other linear natural features

which may serve as passageways for animal

movement", and require the maintenance

of "the health and functionality of natural

corridors". It would appear to be a short

step further to recognizing the potential of

connected linear features in the moraine

as a greenway system.

One of the moraine's striking ele-

mentsis its similarity to the Niagara

Escarpment. In both cases, a linear land-

form feature and associated natural

landscapes are the focus of attention. In

both cases, water quality in streams i~ a major

concern. In both cases, threats to future

integrity of the natural landform invblve

urban and scattered residential deve~op-

ment, aggregate extraction, and intebsive
recreational developments such as g6lf

courses. In both cases, the features of

interest cut across many jurisdictions,

with the Province involved to ensure that

provincial interests are protected (see also

Chapter 2).
Recognizing east-west elements of the

moraine as greenways faces several key chal-

lenges. First, the amount of existing develop-

ment, both agricultural and urban-related,

in the moraine area means that a greenway

there must incorporate cultural landscapes

VALLEYLAND AND

COMMUNITY CONNECTOR

GREENWAYS
Implementing a greenway system in

thebioregion's valleylands and communi-

ties means finding a balance between an

ecosystem-based, cross-jurisdictional system,
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.the local conservation authority;

.any provincial or federal agencies with

land holdings or programs in the

greenway area;
.local or regionally based environmen-

tal and recreation interest groups

(hiking or cycling groups, naturalist

clubs, land trusts, etc.);

.local community development groups

(service clubs, business groups, etc.);

and
.major private landowners or developers.

These suggestions for representation

on greenway committees are not meant to

be exclusive: for example, if a particular

greenway incorporated a number of struc-

tures of historic or architectural interest, a

representative from the local architectural

conservation advisory committee (lACAC)

would be appropriate. If the potential green-

way included considerable farmland, a

representative of the agricultural commu-

nity should be present at the table.

These alliances have four goals:

and the desire for a grass-roots, community-

based approach. Sorting out who does what

may require a fair measure of co-operation,

as well as a degree of provincial supervision

and co-ordination. In many cases, citizens'

groups with an interest in greenway benefits

can lead the way, helping to define which

institutional arrangements will work best for

their community.

A logical starting point for most valley-

land greenways is the watershed. Some

watersheds cross many municipal jurisdic-

tions, as in the case of the Don, or have val-

leys that form municipal boundaries, as in

parts of the Rouge, the Humber, and several

other rivers. In such cases, leadership for a

connected greenway system will likely come

from either the conservation authority or

citizens' groups. In other cases, such as

Whitby, most of the watershed is in one

municipality, which may want to take the

opportunity to create a greenway system.

Elsewhere, the Town of Caledon has

potential greenways related to the Niagara

Escarpment, the moraine, the Credit and

Humber valleys, all inside its boundaries.

It would seem sensible for the Town to

playa key role in integrating greenways into

its jurisdiction.

In each watershed or municipal unit,

the most important step is to develop a

co-operative mechanism to create and

implement a common greenwayvision. This

might be called a Community Greenways

Alliance, and should include representation

from:

.to develop a community greenway

strategy, incorporating both arterial

greenways and local connector links;

.to recommend an implementation

plan for the various elements of the

strategy;
.to co-ordinate specific mandates and

tasks among various agencies and

groups, and to build appropriate

partnerships; and

.to monitor progress on implementation,

and set priorities for further action.

Each alliance should be assisted by

a staff person, who would report to it but

could receive administrative support from

.local municipal planning and

parks/recreation departments;
.the regional municipal planning

department (and parks department,
if there is one);
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POTENTIAL GREENWAYS IN
THE TOWN OF CALEDON

The Town ofCaledon, in the northwestern section of the Greater Toronto biore-
gion, is situated at the intersection of four provincially significant greenway corridors: the

Niagara Escarpment, the Oak Ridges Moraine, the Credit Valley, and the Humber Valley.
While the Caledon area does not have a major urban centre, Bolton, Caledon, Caledon

East, and a half-dozen hamlets are experiencing considerable growth..Largely because of
its scenic landscape, Caledon is under tremendous pressure to develop rural estates.

Land use in a band along the Niagara Escarpment is controlled by the provincially

appointed Niagara Escarpment Commission, which has a mandate to maintain the
natural environment and open landscape. Public lands along this landform are included
in six escarpment parks, linked by the Bruce Trail. The trai~ was created and is managed

by a private non-profit association but, through the escarpment parks program, receives
some funding for land acquisition, in order to secure a permanent route.

The Metropolitan Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (MTRCA) has
acquired a great deal of land in the Humber Valley between Bolton and Mono Mills.
Three large nodal parks along this valley -the Albion Hills, Palgrave, and Glen Haffey

conservation areas -are located in the Oak Ridges Moraine. MTRCA has proposed
development of a Humber Valley trail, which would have to be linked to other greenway
features throughout the valley. The Humber Heritage Committee, a group representing
the watershed municipalities, is attempting to have the Humber designated as a Canadian

Heritage River. Another citizens' organization, Action to Restore a Clean Humber
(ARCH), is also active in issues affecting the watershed.

The Credit Valley Conservation Authority (CVCA) has assembled several strategic
open- space nodes along the river, in the vicinity of Terra Cotta, Inglewood, Belfountain,
Alton, and Caledon Lake. In addition, the Ministry of Natural Resources operates the
Forks of the Credit Provincial Park near Cataract. A program to develop a continuous
trail system along the Credit River from Lake Ontario to Orangeville was initiated by the
Town of Caledon and supported by all government agencies. CVCA recently agreed to
co-ordinate preparation ora concept plan for this continuous pathway system. A non-

profit group, Friends of the Credit River Valley, will assist and support this project.

Caledon has been fortunate in its ability to develop east-west links along the Niagara
Escarpment and Oak Ridges Moraine, which actually overlap in Caledon and have been
connected by a number of conservation areas and the Bruce Trail. The Town recently
purchased a former CN Rail corridor, which cuts diagonally across the full width of the
municipality, and is being developed as a passive trail for non-motorized activities. This
strategic corridor links many historic hamlets in the Caledon area, and provides a direct
connection between the Credit and Humber valleys, the Niagara Escarpment, and the
Oak Ridges Moraine.

The Great Pine Ridge equestrian trail is a connection to eastern portions of the
moraine and other trail links, running east along the moraine, have been proposed by
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Map 5.3 Town of Caledon: potential green~~

ORANGEVILLE
LEGEND 81 OakRidgesMoraine

0 Niagara Escarpment Planning Area

.Publicly Owned Open Space

0 Rural Area

~ Niagara Escarpment Planning Area!
Oak Ridges Moraine

CREDIT RIVER

-Abandoned CN Rail Corridor

-Bruce Trail

Proposed Greenways

MTRCA and the Oak Ridges Moraine Planning Committee. In October 1991, a public
meeting was held to discuss establishing an Oak Ridges Moraine Trail Association.

The Caledon Official Plan dates from 1976 and is currently undergoing a major
review. Given the significant existing and potential greenway network in Caledon and the
number of agencies and citizens' groups involved, the Town has an opportunity to build
on its accomplishments and forge an extensive and fully integrated greenway system.

By building community support and enlisting the co-operation of private landowners,
effective ecological and recreational links can be achieved between existing public lands.

using public meetings and other forums.
The alliance's recommendations would

guide relevant agencies in their greenway-

related activities, as well as building a con-

sensus for greenway development. The com-

pleted greenway strategy would become

anyone of the agencies involved. The work
of the alliances would also be assisted by

provincial policy support, technical advice,
and financial assistance.

As part of developing a strategy, the

alliance would consult with the community,
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landowners, and for insurance cover-

age where necessary;

.strategies for enhancing ecological

and recreational connecting links

where that is appropriate; and

.a list of priorities necessary to create

or complete greenways, as well as pro-

posed mechanisms and responsibilities

for undertaking those actions.

Community greenway alliances would

not disband once their strategies were com-

pleted and accepted. Rather, they would con-

tinue to co-ordinate implementation and

management activities. For example, they

could playa role in programming greenway

uses, to ensure these continue to be valued

by the community. They could work to cre-

ate partnerships for specific projects, moni-

tor progress, and address problems as they

occur. Their most important ongoing role

would be to ensure that greenway strategies

are not simply put on a shelf, but form a

guide for a wide range of concrete actions.

a part of the municipal Official Plan and

other related document5 (such as recreation

Master Plans). The plan would be designed

as an integrated part of community plan-

ning, rather than being viewed as external

to the life of the community. It would clearly

spell out responsibilities for implementa-

tion, with leadership roles to be determined

through local negotiation.

A greenway strategy should bring

together the needs, resources, and aspira-

tions of the community, as well as the

abilities and interest5 of various groups and

agencies. Among it5 element5 should be:

RECOMMENDATIONS

.an analysis of ecological resources

(natural areas, watercourses, signifi-
cant groundwater areas, etc.) to

identify significant green nodes and

connecting corridors;
.identification of existing and potential

recreational attractions, trails, and

other connectors;

.an inventory of existing public lands,

as well as of properties slated for pub,

lic acquisition, and opportunities for

securing other high-priority lands;

.an analysis of visual corridors, to pro-

tect the scenic quality and appeal of

proposed greenways, and to provide

community separation where that is

appropriate;
.integration of significant heritage

elements;
.management guidelines for public

lands and for compatible private land

uses such as agriculture, etc.;

.identification of opportunities for

compatible economic development

in or adjacent to greenways;

.guidelines for the safety and security

of greenway users and adjacent

39. The Royal Commission recommends

that provincial and local agencies

encourage and support creation of

community greenway alliances at the

watershed or municipal level, as appro-

priate. Regional interest groups such

as Citizens for a Lakeshore Greenway,

Friends of the Credit River Valley,

Action to Restore a Clean Humber, and

Save the Oak Ridges Moraine should

be closely involved in defining the

most logical units for these alliances.

40. The Royal Commission further recom-

mends that in developing community
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greenway strategies, alliances pay
particular heed to ,tlle need to:

Ganaraska River

Cobourg Brook

Shelter Valley Brook

THE PROVINCIAL
ROLE IN CREATING

GREENWAYS
Speaking in the Legislature on

17 December 1990, the Honourable Ruth

Grier, Ontario's Minister of the Environment,

said:

.build municipal and other

bodies' commitment to the

greenway concept;
.create links compatible with an

overall greenway system for the

bioregion;
.give priority to protection of eco-

logical systems, while providing
informal recreation opportuni-

ties close to home;

.create mechanisms to effectively

involve private landowners and

developers.

41. Community greenway strategies

should focus on creating a common

vision, a community consensus, and a

community commitment to work toward

implementing that vision. In develop-

ing greenways, communities should
take advantage of considerable valley-

lands that are already publicly held.

Our clear endorsement of Mr. Crombie's

principles should be viewed by munici-

palities and the community as a ringing

endorsement of the ecosystem

approach to planning as well as to the

underlying Values of the Commission

report. ...We intend to use those nine

principles as a guide, not only for the

waterfront, but to move beyond the

waterfront -to the GTA urban

structure process.

Provincial support and assistance in

creating greenways should be a central
component in carrying out this com-

mitment. The Province should require

that greenways be considered an integral

part of the infrastructure of municipalities

in the future; when land-use planners

talk about infrastructure needs, they

should also be talking about greenways

with the same emphasis as they give roads,

sewers, electricity, and other essential

services.

Several forms of provincial involve-

ment in creating greenways are needed:

.legislative and policy backing, for

prpvincial agencies, conservation
authorities, and municipalities;

.direct involvement in implementation

in selected areas, particularly along

42. Community greenway strategies
should include creation of continuous
arterial greenways in the following

valleys:
Grindstone Creek
Bronte Creek
Sixteen Mile Creek
Credit River
Humber River
Don River
Rouge River
Duffin Creek
Lynde Creek
Oshawa Creek
Bowmanville Creek
Wilmot Creek
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the waterfront and on the Oak Ridges

Moraine;
.technical assistance on greenway

design and implementation, in

support of community activities;

.financial commitment for planning
activities, priority land acquisition, and

trail development and maintenance;

and
.broad co-ordination of a greenway

system throughout the bioregion.

In general, public acquisition of land

should be considered a last resort in securing

greenways. However, there will be instances,

particularly where vital connectors for trails

or other public access are required, in

which no other means are likely to succeed.

Without some form of significant provincial

funding, a program of greenways in the

bioregion would be crippled from the start.

Rather than simply allocating a set

amount from the Consolidated Revenue

Fund, however, there may be alternate,

One of the key questions about the more effective means of providing funding.

provincial role is whether a comprehensive In the same way thala special tire tax is

new greenways act is required; while such now collected to fund environmentally
legislation would symbolize provincial com- sound tire disposal, a designated tax source

mitment to the concept, this Commission tied to land development could be used

does not believe it is a prerequisite to action to create greenways and, thereby, contri-

at this point. However, , bute to environmen-
several amendments to ~ _cc tal health.

existing legislation are When land-use Planners talk about Some American

required, to strengthen infrastructure needs, they should also be states levy a greenway

tools for creating talking about green ways with the same surcharge on the

greenways. emPhasis as they give roads, sewers, Land Transfer Tax;

It is more impor- electricity, and other essential services. typically in the one-to

tant,in the Commis- two-per-cent range,
sion's view, for the it has the advantage

Province to create incentives for creating of producing added revenues when develop-

greenways. These can be viewed in two pack- ment activities are at their peak, and when

ages: those that encourage municipalities funding for protecting greenways is most

and other agencies to take part in greenway needed.
planning and implementation; and those Given the emphasis on community

that secure participation by private owners involvement in greenways, it would seem

of land in greenways. entirely consistent to provide funding assis-

Many of the incentives proposed in tance for acquisition on a matching, rather

Ron Kanter's 1990 report, Space for All: than a full-cost, basis. Again, experience

options for a Greater Toronto Area Greenlands in such American states as ~ew Hampshire

Strategy, can be applied to greenways. For provides some interesting possibilities.
instance, the proposals for a five-year, Rather than providing a set rate of matching

$100-million acquisition fund and for a funding, they allow local agencies to "bid"

Greenlands Foundation warrant further for funding, based on the ability of the

consideration. to pay, the priority given to the project, the
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Countryside Commission carries out

research on landscape change and leisure

patterns, and on new approaches to the care

and enjoyment of the landscape. It works

with planning authorities, provides techni-

cal advice, and offers grants to landowners

and agencies for conservation and public

access projects. While it places great empha-

sis on partnerships, it does not own or

manage land directly.

Given its current initiatives, the

Province is already strongly involved in

creating greenways along the waterfront
and in the Oak Ridges Moraine and Niagara

Escarpment areas. Elsewhere in the biore-

gion and in other parts of Ontario, the

Province should act as catalyst and suppor-

ter of local actions, and as a partner in

providing new tools and funding support

for establishing greenways.

RECOMMENDATIONS

43. The Royal Commission recommends

that the Province give high priority

to introducing a legislative package

as follows:

.amendments to the relevant

sections of the Conservation'

Authorities Ac~ to clarify the

mandate of conservation author-

ities to undertake environmental

protection and recreation

activities related to greenways;

.amendments to the Planning Act

to require that, in the case of

development, valleylands, wet-
lands, and other significant natu-

ral environments be dedicated

to a public agency, or protected

in private hands through such

ability to attract matching funds, and

other factors.

If a landowner agrees to sell below

full market value, the donated value can

be used as part of the local matching

funds, as can the value of lands or con-

servtion easements donated elsewhere in

the local system. This flexibility greatly

increases incentives for local creativity, and

maximizes the value received for each

public dollar.

Administering grants and other incen-
tive programs could be carried out by an

appointed Greenways/Greenlands Founda-

tion, which could also act as an agent of the

Crown to receive donations. One model for

this foundation is the British Countryside

Commission, a highly successful agency

that collaborates with others to benefit

the countryside. Among other things, the
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Greenways ---have the potential to

be this country's most important land-

based effort for conservation and

recreation in the next several decades

They can .--give pride of accom-

plishment and responsibility to millions

of people in every community- They

can protect vital water, fish, wildlife,

and recreation resources as integral

parts of the growth of cities and

communities. And, if greenways truly

capture the imagination and boldness

of the American spirit, they could

eventually form the corridors that con-

nect open spaces, parks, forests, and

deserts -and Americans -from sea

to shining sea.

President's Commission on AmericansOutdoors...l.987..

AmRricans outdoors: the legacy, the chtillenge.Washington,D.C..:

Island Press.



Meewasin Valley Trail, Saskatoon

permanent mechanisms as

conservation easements; this

would be in addition to lands

dedicated for park purposes;

.introduction of enabling legisla-

tion to permit municipalities,

conservation authorities, and

non-profit conservation organi-

zations to hold conservation

easements, so that local bodies

can use this important conserva-

tion technique.

45. The Province should establish a green-

ways/trails unit in the appropriate

ministry to co-ordinate policies, pro-

grams, and activities across Ontario,

and to act as a source of technical

assistance and advice for local

jurisdictions.

44. The Royal Commission further recom-

mends that, under the Planning Act,

the Province prepare a policy regarding

the incorporation of greenway strate-

gies into municipal Official Plans,and

define the elements to be included in

a greenway strategy.

THE ROLE OF
THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT

While most activities related to green-

ways involve provincial or municipal

agencies, there are several ways in which

the federal government can playa support-

ive role: for example, it could make a state-

ment of support for partnership arrange-

ments involving federal lands or could

formalize the process for disposing of aban-

doned rail rights-of-way which, in some
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cases, could provide important recreational

links.
encourage its departments and

agencies to co-operate, in any feasible

way, in establishing greenways involving

federal lands.

47. The Royal Commission further recom-

mends that the federal government,in

co-operation with the provinces and

the railways, seek to establish adequate

formal procedures for disposing of

rail rights-of-way after they have

been abandoned, so that they can be

acquired or retained for future use as

a greenway corridor, if any level of gov-

ernment deems that use desirable.

48. The federal government should

introduce appropriate legislation or

amendments to permit significant

lands, or interests in lands, to be

donated to qualified organizations

without triggering capital gains assess-

ments, and to permit the use of a

tax credit up to the full value of

the donation.

At present, once a railway line has

been abandoned, federal authorities have

no jurisdiction over the property, which

reverts to the railway. The railway may then

sell rights-of-way in parcels, as it sees fit, or

retain them for real estate development

(obviously the most profitable course in

urban centres).

The federal government can also

use its taxing powers to encourage private

landowners to participate in greenways.

While it is likely that, over time, som~

public-spirited landowners may be willing

to donate lands for greenways, a donation

of real property to the Crown or to a

non-profit charity is a "deemed disposition"

for tax purposes: the donor may be liable

for significant capital gains taxes, although

he has donated his property for public

benefit.

The inequity of this situation has been

recognized in cases where cultural artifacts

are donated, through the Cultural Property

Import and Export Act, which exempts

them from being considered capital gains in

the donor's income. Designated non-federal

institutions are also allowed to issue

charitable receipts equivalent to those for

gifts to the Crown, which can provide a tax

advantage to the donor. Similar treatment

is needed for those who donate natural

lands or interests in lands. Otherwise, the

painting of a natural landscape could be

more favourably treated than a gift of

the land itself.

RECOMMENDATIONS

46. The Royal Commission recommends

that the Government of Canada
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